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lower than the number of recognized characters. If the outcomes
of the two read stations do not tally, it is usually the system used
for the recognition of handwritten digits that has made one or
more errors.

It is established in practice that the number of errors slipping
through in the automatic verification operation is very low, even
lower than in normal practice when the cards are handled by two
different human operators. The average error rate in automatic
verification is 1 in 10000 payment orders.
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Some Real-World Experiences with Handprinted
Optical Character Recognition

DAVID P. HIMMEL

Abstract Several case experiences concerning OCR reading of
handprinted data are discussed, including working installations for
reading controlled numeric handprint and experimental reading of
controlled alphanumeric handprint and uncontrolled numeric hand-
print. The effect on machine performance of training people to form
characters correctly is discussed along with other operational and
human factors. It is concluded that successful training of large
numbers of people for both numeric and alphanumeric handprint is
possible and that the length of training sessions need be no more than
ten one-hour sessions. It is also concluded that the method of handling
rejected documents for correction or for training feedback is impor-
tant to achieving a successful installation for reasons of both
performance and human acceptance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The intent of this correspondence is to present four case exper-
iences in optical character recognition (OCR) of handprinted
data. The experiences are drawn both from successfully opera-
tional OCR installations and from research and development
projects where real documents were used as the data input to
algorithm simulation programs. The types of handprint data in-
volved, all from controlled documents filled out in real-world
environments, range from carefully controlled numerics and
alphanumerics to uncontrolled numerics. The emphasis will be on
discussion of interesting and important aspects of operational
procedures and human factors that affect the performance and
success of an OCR installation.

II. CASE EXPERIENCES

A. Controlled Numeric Handprint

1) REI Handprint Training Exercise. In 1970, Recognition
Equipment Incorporated (REI) was preparing for field trials of an
early handprint OCR machine. In this particular application, tele-
phone operators were to record numeric information on forms
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with guidelines similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. The operators
would be trained to handprint the data to conform to the required
simple shapes, also shown in Fig. 1, and they would be expected to
record the numerics at a rate of about two seconds per character.
The forms would be processed in a batch mode on an OCR ma-
chine reading at the rate of 1000 characters per second.

In order to gain insight into the effects of training on the opera-
tors and to obtain an early estimate of machine performance to be
expected, we conducted a training class in which 20 women filled
out handprint forms which were read by the OCR machine. The
20 women were selected from various occupations throughout the
company, and one hour a day for ten days, they each filled out 100
documents (2000 characters). They were given training instruc-
tions and feedback on specific problems. Fig. 2 shows the results
of the training program. Reading performance improved by about
a factor of ten from the beginning to the end of the training period,
with a respectable character reading rate of 99.5 percent at the
end. Actually, the performance curve leveled off and remained flat
after day six, as can be observed in Fig. 2. which implies that the
necessary training period is only about six sessions.

Several interesting factors that are worth mention were ob-
served during the course of this exercise. First, the people in the
training class had only one task, filling out the handprint forms,
contrasted with an operator who also would be occupied with her
regular duties. This difference would tend to make these results
look optimistic. However, the average printing speed of the class
(1.8 sjcharacter) prevented the women from dwelling on the task
at any great length. A second observation is that more than one-
half of the problem characters (rejects and errors) were printed by
only three out of the 20 people in the class. These people did not

respond well to the training situation, and no special effort or

group pressure was applied to improve their performance. It is

believed, however, that in an environment where operators work
as a team, that group identity would serve to modify this phen-
omenon. The few who normally would cause the majority of
rejects would receive special attention directed at correcting the
problems, and under peer pressure they would respond positively
to this attention.
Two months later field trials were conducted, and the results of

training and giving feedback to operators on the job are shown by
the dashed lines in Fig. 2. The results are very much the same, the
field performance, which was stretched over a longer period of
time (ten weeks), was somewhat better than the training class.

2) Input 80 Handprint Reader Installation: In 1972, an REI
Input 80 system was installed at the Kaufhof AG department
store data processing center in Cologne, Germany. The Input 80
machine (shown in Fig. 3) is used at Kaufhof to read handprinted
order forms sent daily to the Cologne center from 70 store

locations.
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Fig 3. Input 80 Model A.

About 4000 forms are processed each day between the hours of
7:00 am. and 9:30 am. A total of 10000 store employees are

involved in ordering from the stock of 70000 store articles having
600000 variations. Order forms are handprinted by store em-

ployees at the branches and mailed to the Cologne processing
center where they are read by the Input 80 (see Fig. 4) Each line of
the order form represents a separate article order, so the correct
lines are written directly to magnetic tape for further processing.
Lines with rejects are printed on an OCR-B line printer with an

asterisk in place of rejected characters. A line ofhandprint control
boxes appears on the reject correction forms adjacent to the
OCR-B line, so that rejects can be manually entered upon examin-
ing the original order form. The correction forms are then fed into
the Input 80, intermixed with original order forms, so that reentry
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begins immediately and is finished almost as soon as the original
forms are completed.
Upon installing the Input 80 system, Kaufhof was faced with

the task of training 10000 people in the proper handprinting
techniques. Kaufhof, in cooperation with REI, designed a training
booklet which was used first to train the branch and department
managers, who in turn trained their clerks with the aid of the
booklet. New employees, of which there are many during peak
seasons, are trained using this same booklet. Clerks are forced to
retrain themselves using the booklets through a system of return-
ing all order forms containing more than 6 percent rejects to the
branch store so that the ordered goods are delayed until a
properly printed form is received by the processing center. Perfor-
mance of the system, averaged over seven million characters, has
yielded a rejection rate of about 0.3 percent with no detectable
substitutions. The lack of any substitutions is due in part to a
unique multiple-scan mode of reading characters, as well as the
successful training methods.

B. Controlled Alphanumeric Handprint
In 1973, an experiment in reading alphanumeric handprinted

data was conducted. In this experiment, documents were scanned
with a data lift device which transferred the images to magnetic
tape, and reading was accomplished with software. The source of
alphanumeric handprinted data was forms supplied by an agency
of the U.S. Social Security Administration (SSA) The SSA had
formed two groups of employees within the Bureau of Disability
Insurance: a control group and a handprint group. Special OCR
forms were designed (see Fig. 5), and the test group was trained to
print characters according to the American National Standards
Institute guidelines drafted in 1973 and officially adopted in 1974.
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Training was conducted over a 10 hour period with the aid of a
workbook, following which the employees resumed their normal
work except using OCR forms. The control group continued work
as usual without training or OCR forms. After a large number of
the OCR forms had been filled out and examined, the SSA
concluded that employees could be successfully trained to print
OCR readable alphanumerics and that quality could be expected
to remain high (greater than 95 percent OCR readable) for long
periods of time. It was also concluded that slight productivity
decreases in the area of 2-3 percent could be expected, but that
OCR should yield a cost savings of more than 50 percent over

keypunching.
Some of the forms were subsequently scanned and processed by

a software version of an alphanumeric handprint reading algor-
ithm. The algorithm itself had to be "trained" to read the data,
and Fig. 6 shows the results of this training process. The per
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TABLE I
MULTIPLE ALGoRrrHM OCR RESULTS FOR UNCONTROLLED (SET 1)

AND CONTROLLED (SET 2) HANDPRINT

Fig. 7. Uncontrolled handprint example.

character read rates and error rates are plotted for ten trials using
different subsets of characters; between the trials, algorithm
changes were made so that the machine "learned" how to read the
characters. A classic learning curve is evidenced here where im-
provement is rapid at first and levels off as the number of trials
increases. A final reading performance in the area of 97-98 percent
was exhibited, confirming the SSA conclusion that more than 95
percent of the data would be OCR readable.

C. Uncontrolled Numeric Handprint
In sharp contrast to the previous three cases of dealing with

trained sources of handprint, the following paragraphs describe
an experiment with data from completely untrained sources. We
obtained a number of documents that had been handprinted by
the general public from the Netherlands Postal and Telecommun-
ications Service (PTT) and from the Australian Post Office. These
documents were an excellent sample of handprint from an un-
trained environment (one of the Netherlands PTT documents is
shown in Fig. 7). This document contains instances that illustrate
three of the most troublesome aspects of untrained handprint.
First, the writing instrument is ball-point pen instead of sharp # 2
lead pencil, which causes data lift problems because the pen skips
and leaves ink blobs. Secondly, if the characters are touching, the
OCR machine has a very difficult time separating them even
before attempting recognition. Finally, the extreme variety of
shapes found in untrained handprint makes the recognition task
very difficult, and recognition performance can be expected to
suffer by about a factor of ten compared to reading in a controlled
environment. Form guidelines are necessary and help in providing
size and placement cues, but guidelines and handprint examples
on the forms cannot replace training,
The untrained documents were scanned by a data lift device,

and the images on magnetic tape were processed by three separate
software recognition algorithms. The technique of reading with
three algorithms and resolving the individual decisions with a
vote leads to a lower error rate, or a higher read rate, or both, as
shown in Table I. Comparative results of using one, two, or three
algorithms are shown using both untrained data (Set 1) and
trained handprint data (Set 2). By voting two algorithms together,
the error rate can be drastically reduced, although the read rate
may suffer. With the addition of a third algorithm, the read rate
can be raised to greater than that for a single algorithm acting
alone.
Some interesting data from a software read exercise using ap-

Set 1

Set 2

No. of Read Reject Error
Also-
rithus

1 822 122 62

2 78Z 21S 12

3 902 72 3Z

No. of Read Reject Error
Al-a-
ritbas

1 98.52 1.02 0.52

2 98.52 1.5Z 0.02

3 99.52 0.52 0.02

proximately 3000 untrained handprinted characters is shown in
Table II. The per character performance in this case is about 90
percent read with 4.5 percent rejects and 5.5 percent errors (substi-
tutions). The breakdown of rejects and errors according to prob-
lem area shows that the vast majority of problems (9.5 percent)
are caused by character shape problems. Of these, 3.4 percent are
not even handprinted characters; they are noncharacter marks (x
or / for zero) or typed characters. It is interesting to observe that
many unusual and unpredictable phenomena will occur to
degrade performance in an uncontrolled environment. This is a
good example, where typewritten numbers appear in handprint
guidelines that are not a suitable pitch for typewriters. About 5
percent of the total is judged to be correctable; that is, through
improvements in the OCR, these characters could be correctly
read. This leaves a residue of about 5 percent of the data that
cannot be read, which consists of miscellaneous problems.
Another interesting phenomenon was observed after analyzing
the data on a document basis. As shown in Table II, the document
read rate was higher and the error rate lower than expected by a
calculation based on an assumption of statistical independence
using the character rates (assuming ten characters per document}
This is explained by the fact that there is a dependence between
rejects and errors; a document containing an error is more likely
also to contain a reject because the documents that are hand-
printed very poorly contribute heavily to both reject and error
percentages.

III. CONCLUSIONS
Some general conclusions can be made from these few exper-

iences, which are certainly not inviolate, but are nonetheless
useful. First, large numbers of people can, and have been, suc-
cessfully trained to handprint both numeric and alphanumeric
characters. This can usually be accomplished with less than ten
one-hour training sessions using the proper training materials and
techniques. After training, most people can be expected to main-
tain good quality handprinting over long periods of time with
only occasional feedback or retraining. It has been observed that a
small minority of individuals involved in handprinting usually
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TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF UNCONTROLLED HANDPRINT OCR RESULTS

Performance on a Character Basis

Correctly Read 90.0%

Reject 4.5%

Error (substitution) 5.5%

Breakdown of Rejects and Errors by Problem Category

Category Percent

Machine readable (subjective judgment) 4.8%

Machine unreadable 1.3%

Non-character 2.0%

Machine-printed (not handprinted) 1.4%

Character separation 0.4%

Video (data lift) 0.1%

10.0%

Performance on a Document Basis

Actual Calculated

Correctly Read 45% 36%

Reject 35% 34%

Error 20% 30%

Fig. 1. Tics.
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contribute the majority of problem characters, so feedback should
be directed at these few. The method of handling rejects is impor-
tant to achievement of a successful installation; the method
should be designed so as to avoid adversely affecting the human
work load or habits. Finally, in an uncontrolled environment,
image and character shape quality are degraded to the extent that
approximately ten times the number of character rejects and
errors can be expected when compared with trained handprint
numerics.

Human Factors of Constrained Handprint for OCR

ROBERT S. APSEY

Abstract The results of a controlled study of the handprinting of
numeric and alphameric characters for input to Optical Character
Readers (OCR) are described. The purpose of the study was to
evaluate the ability of people to handprint various constrained fonts
using different preprinted guidance schemes and to compare their
performance to unconstricted handprinting.
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INTRODUCTION

Handprinting performance was evaluated under the following
conditions.

Unconstricted Handprint: Subjects handprinted in their normal
style on a form seen in Fig. 1 containing only lines broken by
"tics"-similar to programming or keypunch forms.
ANSI Handprint: Subjects handprinted using a font similar to

the ANSI standard for alphameric handprint (Fig. 2), using four
preprint schemes. This font was viewed as a low constraint font.

Square Font: A highly constrained square font, as in Fig. 3, was
developed and tested under eight preprint schemes.
Round Font: A highly constrained modification of the ANSI

font, shown in Fig. 4, was developed and tested under eight pre-
print schemes.
Mark Read: Mark read marking was tested using bubble

guides, Fig. 5, designed for use on the IBM 3881 Optical Mark
Page Reader which was viewed as a high constraint.

FONT DESIGN

Unconstrained handprint samples were gathered to achieve
normal printing rates. No attempt was made to influence charac-
ter shape, size, or neatness.
The ANSI set used was, at one time, a proposed ANSI standard

for alphameric handprint. The eventual approved standard is sim-

ilar to the tested font.
The round font was derived directly from the ANSI character
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